
NURSING CONCEPTS

The art and science of modern nursing encompasses fundamental nursing concepts that include health, illness, stress
and health promotion. They provide preventive, primary, acute and chronic care for sick and injured patients with health
information, restorative care, medication.

Nursing Ethics. The key question distills attributes from the critical analysis of the literature, thereby
producing a conceptual order from chaos 6. Psychogenicâ€”due to emotional factors without anatomic or
physiological explanation. They help people to recover from physical and mental illness, and they tend to sick
and injured patients to restore health. The goal is to calm them and make them feel more physically and
emotionally comfortable. PubMed Updated::  Grand theories consist of conceptual frameworks defining broad
perspectives for practice and ways of looking at nursing phenomena based on the perspectives. Reactions also
depend on relationship with the child and circumstances of illness or injury. The main requirement of words
that designate the concept is that they are able to express throughout their meaning what really occurs in an
empiric reality: i. Among these, the most used in nursing are concept analysis, as proposed by Walker and
Avant 6 ; evolutionary methods of concept analysis, developed by Rodgers 7 ; and a hybrid model 4. PubMed
Hegedus KS. Occurs over 6-month period or longer. As a concept, nursing is considered not only a science,
but also an art, according to the Chinese Medical University. Stimulation of pain receptorâ€”mechanical,
chemical, thermal, electrical, or ischemic. This relationship helps protect patients' autonomy, dignity and
comfort. Concepts comprise abstract attributes of reality and, as a consequence, represent more than words
and mental images because those do not capture the complex nature of these attributes 5. Assessing and
measuring caring in nursing and health sciences. Final Considerations Most authors consider concept analysis
as the first step of a study on concepts. Consequences The consequences of a concept concern events or
situations resulting from its use 7 , as shown in Figure 1. Pain impulses can be modulated by a
transmission-blocking action within CNS. Theories are considered structured words i. This includes
psychological, social, physical and spiritual areas of a person's life. The four main duties of a nurse as part of
the nursing concept are to promote well-being, prevent disease and injury, assist in healing and do whatever is
possible to ease suffering, as long as it is both ethical and legal. Other authors point out that concepts have
several meanings, uses, and definitions that are often described in words  Theory determines the meaning of a
concept. Nurses promote health by discussing weight and exercise issues, nutrition, the risks of drinking,
smoking and drug use, and other self-care that increases their quality and length of life. The primacy of caring:
Stress and coping in health and illness. Keywords: concept caring in nursing, nature of nursing, personality of
the nurse, relationship nurse - patient, literature review. Anger: feelings of being left behind. There is no
consensus on the definition of a concept.


